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The cross section for J/c absorption by nucleons is studied using a gauged SU~4! hadronic Lagrangian but
with empirical particle masses, which has been used previously to study the cross sections for J/c absorption
by pion and r meson. Including both two-body and three-body final states, we find that with a cutoff parameter
of 1 GeV at interaction vertices involving charm hadrons, the J/c-N absorption cross section is at most 5 mb
and is consistent with that extracted from J/c production from both photonuclear and proton-nucleus reactions.
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Two main mechanisms for J/c suppression observed in
relativistic heavy ion collisions @1# are the dissociation by the
quark-gluon plasma @2# and the absorption by comoving had-
rons, mainly, pions and r mesons @3#. The cross sections for
J/c absorption by hadrons are, unfortunately, not well deter-
mined. In the perturbative QCD approach @4#, based on the
dissociation of charmonium bound states by energetic gluons
inside hadrons, the dissociation cross section increases mo-
notonously with the kinetic energy of hadrons and has a
value of only about 0.1 mb at 0.8 GeV. On the other hand,
both the quark-interchange model @5# based on gluon-
exchange potentials and the meson-exchange model @6–8#
based on hadronic Lagrangians give the absorption cross sec-
tions of J/c by pion and r meson that are more than an order
of magnitude larger, i.e., a few millibarn. A similar magni-
tude for the J/c-p absorption cross section has also been
obtained in the QCD sum rules @9#.
Since the absorption cross sections of J/c by pion and r
meson cannot be directly measured, it is useful to find em-
pirical information that can constrain their values. One such
constraint is the cross section for J/c absorption by a
nucleon, as this process can be viewed as J/c absorption by
the virtual pion and r meson from the nucleon. From J/c
production in photonucleus reactions, the cross section for
J/c absorption by nucleons can be extracted, and its magni-
tude has been found to be about 4 mb @10#. The J/c-N ab-
sorption cross section has also been extracted from proton-
nucleus collisions at proton energies from 200 to 800 GeV,
and the empirical value is about 7 mb @11#.
In the meson-exchange model of Refs. @6–8#, the interac-
tion Lagrangians between pseudoscalar and vector mesons
are obtained from the SU~4! invariant free Lagrangian for
pseudoscalar mesons by treating vector mesons as gauge par-
ticles. This then leads to not only pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar
vector-meson couplings but also three-vector-meson and
four-point couplings. Since the SU~4! symmetry is explicitly
broken by hadron masses, empirical hadron masses are used
in the Lagrangian. Furthermore, values for the coupling con-
stants are taken either from empirical information if they are
available or from theoretical models, such as the vector-
meson dominance model and the QCD sum rules. Otherwise,
they are determined by using relations derived from the
SU~4! symmetry. In this paper, we shall generalize this La-0556-2813/2001/65~1!/015203~8!/$20.00 65 0152grangian to study the absorption cross section of J/c by
nucleons and to see if its magnitude is consistent with that
extracted from J/c production in photonucleus and proton-
nucleus reactions.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first
consider J/c absorption by nucleons via pion and r meson
exchange. The process of J/c absorption by nucleons via
charm exchange is studied in Sec. III. The effect due to the
anomalous parity interaction of J/c with charm mesons is
studied in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the total cross section for J/c
absorption by nucleons is given. Finally, conclusions and dis-
cussions are given in Sec. VI. An Appendix is included to
derive the SU~4! relations for some of the coupling constants
involving charm hadrons.
II. JÕc ABSORPTION BY NUCLEONS VIA PION
AND r MESON EXCHANGE
Possible processes for J/c absorption by nucleons involv-
ing virtual pion and r meson are J/cN
→D*D¯ N(D¯ *DN), J/cN→DD¯ N , and J/cN→D*D¯ *N ,
as shown by the diagrams in Fig. 1. The cross sections for
these processes can be evaluated using the Lagrangians in-
troduced in @6–8# for J/c absorption by real pion and r
meson and in Ref. @12# for charm meson scattering by these
hadrons.
The interaction Lagrangian densities that are relevant to
the present study are given as follows:
LpNN52igpNNN¯ g5tWNpW , ~1!
LrNN5grNNN¯ S gmtWrW m1 kr2mN smntW]mrW nDN , ~2!
LpDD*5igpDD*D*mtW~D¯ ]mpW 2]mD¯ pW !1H.c., ~3!
LrDD5igrDD~DtW]mD¯ 2]mDtWD¯ !rW m, ~4!
LrD*D*5igrD*D*@~]mD*ntWD¯ n*2D*ntW]mD¯ n*!rW m
1~D*ntW]mrW n2]mD*ntWrW n!D¯ *m
1D*m~tWrW n]mD¯ n*2tW]mrW nD¯ n*!# , ~5!©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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LcD*D*5igcD*D*@cm~]mD*nD¯ n*2D*n]mD¯ n*!1~]mcnDn*
2cn]mDn*!D¯ *
m1D*m~cn]mD¯ n*2]mc
nD¯ n*!,
~7!
LpcDD*52gpcDD*cm~Dm*tWD¯ 1DtWD¯ m*!pW , ~8!
LrcDD5grcDDcmDtWD¯ rW m , ~9!
LrcD*D*5grCD*D*~cnDn*tWD¯ m*1cnDm*tWD¯ n*
22cmD*ntWD¯ n*!rW m. ~10!
In the above, tW are Pauli spin matrices, and p and r ,
denote the pion and r meson isospin triplet, respectively,
while D5(D0,D1) and D*5(D*0,D*1) denote the pseu-
doscalar and vector charm meson doublets, respectively. The
J/c is denoted by c while N represents the nucleon.
For coupling constants, we use the empirical values
gpNN513.5 @13#, grNN53.25, kr56.1 @14#, and gpDD*
54.4 @15#. From the vector dominance model, we have
grDD5grD*D*52.52 and gcDD5gcD*D*57.64 @7#. For the
four-point coupling constants, we relate their values to the
three-point coupling constants using the SU~4! relations @7#,
i.e.,
gpcDD*5gpDD*gcDD , grcDD52 grDDgcDD ,
grcD*D*5grD*D*gcD*D*. ~11!
FIG. 1. J/C absorption by nucleon via pion and r meson ex-
changes.01520The amplitudes for the first two processes in Fig. 1 are
given by
M 152igpNNN¯ ~p3!g5N~p1!
1
t2mp
2 ~M 1a1M 1b1M 1c!,
~12!
M 25grNNN¯ ~p3!Fgm1i kr2mN sam~p12p3!aG
3N~p1!F2gmn1 ~p12p3!m~p12p3!n
mr
2 G 1t2mr2
3~M 2a
n 1M 2b
n 1M 2c
n !, ~13!
where p1 and p3 are the four momenta of the initial and
final nucleons, respectively. In the above, M 1a ,M 1b ,M 1c are
the amplitudes for the subprocess J/cp→D*D¯ in the top
three diagrams of Fig. 1, while M 2a
n
,M 2b
n
,M 2c
n are the am-
plitudes for the subprocess J/cr→DD¯ in the middle three
diagrams. The amplitude for the third process in Fig. 1 has a
similar expression as that for the second process with
M 2a
n
,M 2b
n
,M 2c
n replaced by M 3a
n
,M 3b
n
,M 3c
n
, which are the
amplitudes for the subprocess J/Cr→D*D¯ * in the bottom
three diagrams. Expressions for these amplitudes can be
found in Ref. @7#.
The cross sections for these processes with three particles
in the final state can be expressed in terms of the off-shell
cross sections of the subprocesses described by the ampli-
tudes M 1 ,M 2, and M 3. Following the method of Ref. @16#
for the reaction NN→NLK , the spin and isospin averaged
differential cross sections for the first two processes in Fig. 1
can be written as
dsJ/cN→ND*D¯
dtds1
5
gpNN
2
16p2spi
2 kAs1~2t !
FpNN
2 ~ t !
~ t2mp
2 !2
3sJ/cp→D*D¯ ~s1 ,t !, ~14!
dsJ/cN→NDD¯
dtds1
5
3grNN
2
32p2spi
2 kAs1
FrNN
2 ~ t !
~ t2mr
2!2
F 4~11kr!2
3~2t22mN
2 !kr
2 ~4mN
2 2t !2
2mN
2 14~11kr!
3kr~4mN
2 2t !GsJ/cr→DD¯ ~s1 ,t !, ~15!
and the differential cross section for J/cN→D*D¯ *N is
similar to that for J/cN→DD¯ N with sJ/cr→DD¯ (s1 ,t) re-
placed by sJ/cr→D*D¯ *(s1 ,t).
In the above, pi is the center-of-mass momentum of J/c
and N, t is the squared four momentum transfer, and s1 and k
are, respectively, the squared invariant mass and center-of-
mass momentum of p and J/c in the process J/cN
→D*D¯ N or r and J/c in the processes J/cN→DD¯ N and3-2
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FpNN and FrNN at the pNN and rNN vertices, respectively.
As in Ref. @16#, both are taken to have the monopole form,
i.e.,
F1~ t !5
L22m2
L22t
, ~16!
where m is the mass of exchanged pion or r meson, and L is
a cutoff parameter. Following Refs. @13,14#, we take LpNN
51.3 GeV and LrNN51.4 GeV.
The cross sections sJ/cp→D*D¯ (s1 ,t),sJ/cr→DD¯ (s1 ,t),
and sJ/cr→D*D¯ *(s1 ,t) are the spin and isospin averaged dif-
ferential cross sections for the subprocesses J/cp
→D*D¯ , J/cr→DD¯ , and J/Cr→D*D¯ * with off-shell
pion or r meson. Explicit expressions for these cross sec-
tions can be obtained from Ref. @7# by replacing the square
of pion or r meson masses by t. In evaluating these cross
sections, we also introduce form factors at the interaction
vertices. Following Ref. @7#, the form factors at three-point t
channel and u channel vertices, i.e.,
pDD*, rDD , rD*D*, cDD , and cD*D* that involve
heavy virtual charm mesons, are taken to have the following
form:
F2~q2!5
L2
L21q2
, ~17!
instead of the monopole form of Eq. ~16!. In the above, q is
the three momentum transfer in the center of mass of c and
pion or r meson.
The form factor at four-point vertices, i.e.,
pcDD*, rcDD , and rcD*D*, are taken to be
f 45S L12
L1
21^q2&
D S L22
L2
21^q2&
D , ~18!
where L1 and L2 are the two different cutoff parameters at
the three-point vertices present in processes with the same
initial and final particles, and ^q2& is the average value of the
squared three momentum transfers in t and u channels.
Using the same value of 1 GeV for cutoff parameters in
the form factors involving charm mesons as in Refs. @7,8#,
we have evaluated the cross sections for J/c absorption by
nucleons, and they are shown in Fig. 2 as functions of total
center-of-mass energy. It is seen that all cross sections are
less than 2 mb. Furthermore, the cross section for J/cN
→D*D¯ N or J/cN→D¯ *DN ~solid curve! due to pion ex-
change is larger than those for J/cN→DD¯ N ~dashed curve!
and J/cN→D*D¯ *N ~dotted curve! that are due to r meson
exchange.
Our result for sJ/cN→DD¯ N is order of magnitude smaller
than that of Ref. @17#, where this process is viewed as the
elastic scattering of a nucleon with one of the charm mesons
from the decay of J/c . The latter cross section is then as-
sumed to have a constant value of 20 mb. Compared to our
approach, they have neglected both the energy dependence01520and the off-shell effect of the subprocess involved in J/c-N
absorption to three-body final state. Also contributing to this
large difference in the cross section is the value of cutoff
parameter, 3.1 GeV in Ref. @17# versus 1 GeV used here, and
the different momentum dependence, four momentum trans-
fer in Ref. @17# while three momentum transfer in the present
study. We note that the more important processes J/CN
→D*D¯ N(D¯ *DN) and J/CN→D*D¯ *N are not considered
in Ref. @17#.
III. JÕc ABSORPTION BY NUCLEONS VIA CHARM
EXCHANGE
Besides absorption by the virtual pion and r meson from
nucleons, J/c can also be absorbed by nucleons via charm
exchange in the reaction J/cN→D¯ Lc and J/cN→D¯ *Lc
shown by the diagrams in Fig. 3. These processes involve the
following interaction Lagrangians:
FIG. 2. Cross sections for J/c absorption by nucleons due to the
virtual pion and r meson from the nucleon as functions of center-
of-mass energy.
FIG. 3. J/c absorption by nucleons via charm exchange.3-3
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LD*NLc5gD*NLc~N¯ gmLcD¯ *m1D*mL¯ cgmN !, ~20!
LcLcLc5gcLcLcL¯ cgmcmLc , ~21!
where Lc denotes the charm baryon.
The amplitudes for these processes are given by
M 4a5M 4a
m «2m , ~22!
M 4b5M 4b
m «2m , ~23!
M 5a5M 5a
mn«2m«4n , ~24!
M 5b5M 5b
mn«2m«4n , ~25!
with «2m and «4m being the polarization vectors of J/c and
D*, respectively, and
M 4a
m 52igcDDgDNLc
1
t2mD
2 p4
mL¯ c~p3!g5N~p1!, ~26!
M 4b
m 5igDNLcgcLcLcL
¯
c~p3!gm
q1mLc
u2mLc
2 g5N~p1!,
M 5a
mn52gD*NLcgcD*D*L
¯
c~p3!gaN~p1!
3F gab2 ~p12p3!a~p12p3!b
mD*
2 G 1t2mD*2
3@p2
ngbm2~p21p4!bgmn12p4
mgbn# , ~27!
M 5b
mn5gD*NLcgcLcLcL
¯
c~p3!gm
q1mLc
u2mLc
2 g
nN~p1!. ~28!
In the above, q5p12p4 ,s5(p11p2)2, and t5(p12p3)2
are the standard Mendelstam variables.
The spin and isospin averaged differential cross sections
for these two-body processes are then
dscN→D¯ Lc
dt 5
1
64pspi
2 uM 4a1M 4bu
2
, ~29!
dscN→D¯ *Lc
dt 5
1
64pspi
2 uM 5a1M 5bu
2
, ~30!
where uM 4a1M 4bu2 and uM 5a1M 5bu2 can be evaluated us-
ing the software package FORM @18#.
The coupling constants gDNLc, gD*NLc, and gcLcLc can
be related to known coupling constants gpNN and grNN using
the SU~4! symmetry as shown in the Appendix. Using
gpNN513.5 and grNN53.25, we then have gDNLc
513.5, gD*NLc525.6, and gcLcLc521.4. We again intro-01520duce monopole form factors of Eq. ~17! at the vertices with
cutoff parameter L51 GeV. The resulting cross sections
for J/cN→D¯ Lc and J/cN→D¯ *Lc are shown in Fig. 4 by
the dashed and solid curves, respectively. Their values are
seen to be less than 1 mb. Furthermore, sJ/cN→D¯ *Lc is much
larger than sJ/cN→D¯ Lc due to the three-vector-mesons cou-
pling, which has been shown to increase significantly the
J/c-p absorption cross section as well @7#.
In Ref. @17#, only diagram ~4a! in Fig. 3 has been studied,
and the result there is about a factor of 4 larger than our cross
section for J/cN→D¯ Lc , which includes also diagram ~4b!.
The larger cross section in Ref. @17# is again due to both a
larger cutoff parameter of 2 GeV versus 1 GeV used here and
the use of four momentum instead of three momentum trans-
fer in the form factors. Our total J/c-N absorption cross
section due to charm exchange is, however, larger as we have
also included the more important processes shown by Figs.
~5a! and ~5b!.
IV. THE ANOMALOUS PARITY INTERACTION
There is also anomalous parity interaction of J/c with
charm mesons @8#, i.e.,
LcD*D5gcD*D«abmn~]acb!@~]mD¯ *n!D1D¯ ~]mD*n!# ,
~31!
FIG. 4. Cross sections for J/c absorption by nucleons due to
charm exchange as functions of center-of-mass energy.
FIG. 5. J/c absorption by nucleons via charm meson exchange
through the anomalous parity interaction.3-4
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cesses shown in Fig. 1 but also leads to the reactions J/cN
→D¯ Lc via D* exchange and J/cN→D¯ *Lc via D exchange
shown by the diagrams in Fig. 5.
As shown in Ref. @8#, the anomalous parity interaction is
not important for J/c-r absorption and increases the J/c-p
absorption cross section by only about 50%. Thus, inclusions
of additional diagrams due to the anomalous parity interac-
tion in processes involving three-body final states shown in
Fig. 1 will probably increase the J/c-N absorption cross
section calculated here by less than 50%.
The amplitudes for the process J/cN→D¯ Lc and J/cN
→D¯ *Lc due to the anomalous parity interaction are given
by
M 65M 6
m«2m , ~32!
M 75M 7
mn«2m«4n , ~33!
with «2m and «4n being the polarization vectors of J/c and
D*, respectively, and
M 6
m52gcD*DgD*NLc
1
t2mD*
2 «
mnabp2a~p12p3!b
3L¯ c~p3!gnN~p1!, ~34!
M 7
mn5igcD*DgDNLc
1
t2mD
2 «
mnabp2ap4b
3L¯ c~p3!g5N~p1!. ~35!
Because of the anomalous parity in the cD*D vertex, the
process J/cN→D¯ Lc via D* exchange does not interfere
with the similar process via D exchange shown in Fig. 3. The
differential cross sections for the two anomalous processes in
Fig. 5 are given by similar expressions as Eqs. ~29! and ~30!
with
uM 6u25
gcD*D
2 gD*NLc
2
12mc
2
1
~ t2mD*
2
!2
$4mc
2 @2~mN
2 1mLc
2 !t2t2
2~mLc
2 2mN
2 !2#12~mLc
2 2mN
2 !@~mc
2 1mLc
2 2u !2
2~s2mN
2 2mc
2 !2#2@2~mN
2 1mLc
2 !2t#~2mc
2 1mLc
2
1mN
2 2u2s !22t~mLc
2 2mN
2 1s2u !2
22@~mN2mLc!
22t#@4mc
2 t2~2mc
2 1mN
2 1mLc
2
2u2s !2#%, ~36!
and01520uM 7u25
gcD*D
2 gDNLc
2
6mc
2
1
~ t2mD
2 !2
@~mN2mLc!
22t#
3@~mc
2 1M D*
2
2t !22mc
2 mD*
2
# , ~37!
where u5(p12p4)2.
The coupling constant in the anomalous parity interaction
has been determined to be gcDD*58.61 GeV
21 from the
radiative decay of D* to D using the vector dominance
model @8#. With a monopole form factor similar to Eq. ~17!
at the D*NLc vertex and a cutoff parameter of 1 GeV, the
cross sections for the reactions J/cN→DLc due to D* ex-
change and J/cN→D*Lc due to D exchange are shown in
Fig. 6. Their values are seen to be less than 0.15 mb, which
is negligible compared to the contributions from normal in-
teractions studied in Sec. II and III.
We note that the two processes in Fig. 5 due to the anoma-
lous parity interaction have also been studied in Ref. @17#.
Their coupling constant is related to ours by gcDD* /mJ/c ,
where mJ/c is the mass of J/c . Since they assume that
gcDD*5gcDD57.64 based on an incorrect quotation from
Ref. @19#, the strength of the anomalous coupling constant in
their study is only 2.47 GeV21 and is about a factor of 3
smaller than that used here. However, they have used a much
larger value for gD*NLc5219 than that given by the SU~4!
relation. As a result, their cross section for diagram ~7! in
Fig. 5 should have a similar magnitude as ours while that of
diagram ~6! should be larger than our value. Because of the
larger value of cutoff parameter of 2 GeV and the use of four
momentum transfer in the form factor, the results in Ref. @17#
from the anomalous parity interaction turn out to be order of
magnitude larger than ours.
V. TOTAL CROSS SECTION FOR JÕc ABSORPTION
BY NUCLEONS
The total cross section for J/c absorption by nucleons,
obtained by adding the contributions shown in Figs. 2, 4, and
6 is given in Fig. 7. At low center-of-mass energies, the cross
section is dominated by the process J/cN→D¯ *Lc while at
FIG. 6. Cross sections for J/c by nucleons as functions of
center-of-mass energy due to the anomalous parity interaction.3-5
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and J/cN→D¯ *DN due to the virtual pion from the nucleon
are most important. The total J/c absorption cross section is
at most 5 mb and is consistent with that extracted from J/c
production in photonucleus and proton-nucleus reactions.
We note that the total cross section we obtained for J/c
absorption by nucleons turns out comparable to that in Ref.
@17#, although contributions from individual processes differ
appreciably in the two studies as discussed in details in the
end of preceding sections.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have used a meson-exchange model to study the cross
section for J/c absorption by nucleons. The interaction
Lagrangians are based on the gauged SU~4! flavor symmetry
but with empirical masses. Using coupling constants taken
either from the empirical information or via the SU~4! rela-
tions, and form factors with cutoff parameter of 1 GeV, we
obtain a J/c-nucleon absorption cross section of at most 5
mb, which is consistent with the empirical cross section ex-
tracted from J/c production in photonucleus and proton-
nucleus reactions. Since the dominant process can be viewed
as J/c absorption by the virtual pion from the nucleon, our
results thus indicate that the cross sections for J/c absorp-
tion by pion and r meson evaluated in previous studies using
the meson-exchange model are not in contradiction with the
empirical cross section for J/c absorption by nucleons.
Our results are not much affected if we use the coupling
constants gDNLc;6.727.9 and gD*NLc;27.5 determined
from the QCD sum rules @20# instead from the SU~4! sym-
metry. With these values, scN→D¯ Lc will be even smaller
while scN→D¯ *Lc will be about a factor of 2 larger than those
shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the J/c-N absorption cross
section is only increased by about 1 mb. On the other hand,
if the cutoff parameter is taken to be L52 GeV at vertices
involving charm hadrons as suggested by QCD sum rules
@20#, then the total J/c-N absorption cross section increases
to about 10 mb, which is about a factor of 2 larger than the
FIG. 7. Total J/c absorption cross sections by nucleon as a
function of center-of-mass energy.01520empirical value from J/c production in photonucleus and
proton-nucleus reactions. With this cutoff parameter, the
J/c-p absorption cross section is also about 10 mb as shown
in Ref. @7#. Since the meson-exchange model is based on
effective hadronic Lagrangians, one can either fit the empiri-
cal J/c-N absorption cross section by treating the cutoff pa-
rameter as a phenomenological parameter, or use the cutoff
parameter from the QCD sum rules but with a different ef-
fective Lagrangian. In the former case, a cutoff parameter of
1 GeV is required at the interaction vertices involving charm
hadrons in order to have the correct J/c-N absorption cross
section. The meson-exchange model of Ref. @7# then gives a
J/c-p absorption cross section of about 3 mb, which is also
consistent with that used in the comover model for J/c sup-
pression in heavy ion collisions @3,21#. In the latter case, one
may follow the suggestion of Ref. @22# to drop the nongra-
dient pion couplings in the effective Lagrangians, as they
break the chiral SU(2)3SU(2) symmetry. As shown in Ref.
@22#, neglecting these terms reduces the J/c-p absorption
cross section by about a factor of 2, leading again to a J/c-p
absorption cross section similar to that in the comover
model. The J/c-N absorption cross section obtained with
such an effective Lagrangian is expected to be reduced as
well.
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APPENDIX
In the SU~4! quark model, baryons belong to the 20-plet
states. These states can be conveniently expressed by tensors
fmnl @23#, where m ,n , and l run from 1 to 4, that satisfy the
conditions
fmnl1fnlm1flmn50, fmnl5fnml . ~A1!
For baryons without charm quarks, i.e., belonging to
SU~3! octet, they are given by
p5f112 , n5f221 , L5A23~f3212f312!,
S15f113 , S
05A2f123 S25f223 ,
J05f331 , J
25f332 . ~A2!
For baryons with one charm quark, they are
Sc
115f114 , Sc
15f124 , Sc
05f224 ,3-6
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15f134 , Jc
05f234 ,
Jc
185A23~f4132f431!, Jc085A
2
3~f4232f432!,
Lc
15A23~f4212f412!, Vc05f334 . ~A3!
For baryons with two charm quarks, they are
Jcc
115f441 , Jcc
1 5f442 , Vcc
1 5f443 . ~A4!
Mesons in the SU~4! quark model belong to the 15 plet. In
the tensor notations, pseudoscalar and vector mesons are ex-
pressed by Pb
a and Vb
a
, respectively. For pseudoscalar me-
sons, we have
p15P1
2
, p25P2
1
, p05
1
A2
~P1
12P2
2!,
K15P1
3
, K05P2
3
, K25P3
1
, K¯ 05P3
2
,
D15P4
2
, D05P4
1
, D25P2
4
, D¯ 05P1
4
,
Ds
15P4
3
, Ds
25P3
4
,
h5
1
A6
~P1
11P2
222P3
3!,
hc5
1
A12
~P1
11P2
21P3
323P4
4!. ~A5!
Similarly, we have for vector mesons
r15V1
2
, r25V2
1
, r05
1
A2
~V1
12V2
2!,
K*15V1
3
, K*05V2
3
, K*25V3
1
, K¯ *05V3
2
,
D*15V4
2
, D*05V4
1
, D*25V2
4
, D¯ *05V1
4
,
Ds*
15V4
3
, Ds*
25V3
4
,
v5
1
A6
~V1
11V2
222V3
3!,
J/c5
1
A12
~V1
11V2
21V3
323V4
4!. ~A6!01520In tensor notations, the SU~4! invariant interaction
Lagrangians between baryons and pseudoscalar mesons as
well as between baryons and vector mesons can be written,
respectively, as
LPBB5gp~af*amng5Pabfbmn1bc*amng5Pabfbnm!,
~A7!
LVBB5gv~cf*amngVabfbmn1df*amngVabfbnm!,
~A8!
where gp and gv are universal baryon-pseudoscalar-meson
and baryon-vector-meson coupling constants, and a ,b ,c , and
d are constants.
Writing explicitly, we obtain the following interaction
Lagrangians,
LPBB5gpF 1A2 S a2 54 b DN¯ g5tWpW N1 3A68 ~b2a !~N¯ g5KL
1N¯ g5D¯ Lc!1G , ~A9!
LVBB5gvF 1A2 S c2 54 d DN¯ gmrmN1 3A68 ~d2c !~N¯ gmK*mL
1N¯ gmD¯ m*Lc!1
A3
4 S 2c1 32 d DL¯ cgmcmLc
1G . ~A10!
The baryon-pseudoscalar-meson coupling in SU~3! is usu-
ally written as DTr@(BB¯ 1B¯ B)M #1FTr@(BB¯ 2B¯ B)M # ,
where B and M are the baryon and pseudoscalar meson oc-
tets. In terms of the ratio aD5D/(D1F), which has an
empirical value of about 0.64 @24#, we then have the follow-
ing relation between gpNN and gKNL in the Lagrangians
LpNN given by Eq. ~1! and LKNL5igKNLN¯ g5LK¯ ,
gKNL5
322aD
A3
gpNN , ~A11!
Comparisons with the SU~4! relations in Eq. ~A9! then gives
b
a
5
328aD
6210aD
. ~A12!
The baryon-vector-meson coupling is usually introduced
through the minimal coupling by treating vector mesons as
gauge particles. In SU~3!, this leads to the following relation
between grNN and gK*NL in the Lagrangians LrNN given by
Eq. ~2! and LK*NL5gK*NLN¯ gmLK¯ *,3-7
W. LIU, C. M. KO, AND Z. W. LIN PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 015203gK*NL52A3grNN . ~A13!
Comparing with the SU~4! relations in Eq. ~A10!, we have
d
c
5
1
2 . ~A14!
Using Eqs. ~A12! and ~A14! in Eqs. ~A9! and ~A10!, we
then have01520gDNLc5
322aD
A3
gpNN ,
gcLcLc52
grNN
A6
, gD*NLc52A3grNN , ~A15!
for the coupling constants in the Lagrangians given by Eqs.
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